
Copyright & Disclaimer

Copyright- Making use of the information provided on the website

Through this website, Family Planning NSW (FPNSW) aims to make reproductive and 
sexual health information readily available to individuals and organisations at no charge. 
You are invited to access and share the information, on the condition that the material is 
not amended or modified in any way and FPNSW is given full acknowledgement. 

Pages, logos, images or files may not be reformatted or reproduced without written 
agreement from the Chief Executive Officer. 

Authorship

FPNSW is committed to providing information which is accurate, current, evidence 
based and appropriate for the audience to which it is targeted. Prior to publication under 
the FPNSW logo, all materials are subject to extensive peer review including review 
by specialist professionals working in the field and external consultants as appropriate. 
Clinical information is reviewed by the FPNSW medical team. 

Disclaimer

The information on this site is educational in nature and is not a substitute for advice from 
a qualified health professional.  It is not intended to be used for therapeutic purposes or 
to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.  Individuals concerned about any personal 
reproductive or sexual health issue are encouraged to seek advice and assistance from 
their health care provider or visit a FPNSW clinic.

While the information published on this website has been prepared by FPNSW staff with 
all due care, FPNSW does not take any responsibility for the accuracy and suitability of 
the information provided, nor any liability for the content of any linked site. Information is 
provided on the understanding that users take responsibility for checking the relevance 
and accuracy of the information. 



Privacy

We respect and protect the privacy of our users. This privacy policy tells you how we 
collect and use information. The term “personal information” in this privacy policy means 
any information from which your identity is apparent or can be reasonably ascertained. 
We don’t collect any personal information about you when you visit this website. You can 
use this website without telling us who you are or revealing other personal information. 

Personal Information

If you contact us we will collect the email address you nominate and any other identifying 
information you provide, such as a name or phone number. Your email address will only 
be used for the purpose for which you have provided it and will not be added to any 
mailing lists without your prior explicit written consent (email or letter). We will not 
use or disclose your email address for any other purpose, without your consent. Some 
other information you provide us may be included in statistical reporting, for example, 
information on gender and age. This will not contain personally identifying information. 
Any communication with us will not be related to your activity on our website.

How we protect your personal information

To help protect the privacy of data and personal information we collect and hold, we 
maintain physical, technical and administrative safeguards. We update and test our 
security technology on an ongoing basis.
We train our employees about the importance of confidentiality and maintaining the 
privacy and security of your information. Access to your personal information is restricted 
to employees who need it to provide benefits or services to you.

Scope

The purpose of this website is to provide you with credible and trustworthy information 
from Australian reproductive and sexual health sources.

Information provided by cookies

Test Out West uses cookies as a reporting mechanism. Cookies identify traffic coming 
into and out of the Test Out West website. Cookies enable our web server to collect 
information back from your browser each time you visit the Test Out West website.

Cookies do not identify individual users. When you visit the Test Out West website, our 
servers may record information about your usage, the time of your visit, its duration, the 
pages you visit and style settings. 



Test Out West does not collect information which can identify individuals who visit the 
site. Rather, when you visit the Test Out West siteogle Analytics compiles data that 
record and log your visit which may include the following information collected for strictly 
statistical purposes only:

1. the user’s server address;
2. the user’s top level domain name (for example, .com, .gov, .au, .uk etc);
3. the date and time of the visit to the site;
4. the pages accessed and documents downloaded;
5. the search words and referral sites used;
6. the type of browser used.

Access to, and use of, this information is restricted to FPNSW. No attempt will be made 
by FPNSW to track or identify individual users or their browsing activities, except in 
the unlikely event of an investigation, where a law enforcement agency may execute a 
warrant to inspect Google Analytics logs.

Test Out West will only use statistics obtained from cookies to ascertain and follow website 
usage to enable improvements, updates and maintenance of pages of the website.

You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings on your browser, 
however please note that if you do this you may not be able to use the full functionality 
of this website.

Our website may contain links to other websites. Please be aware that we are not 
responsible for the privacy practices of such other sites. When you go to other websites, 
we advise you to be aware and read their privacy policy.

Although all best efforts are made to inspect any site Test Out West links to, Test Out 
West is unable to control what content is presented on these sites or where they may 
direct you.

Our website uses Google Analytics, a service which transmits website traffic data to 
Google servers in the United States. Google Analytics does not identify individual users. 
We use reports provided by Google Analytics to help us understand website traffic and 
webpage usage.

By using this website, you consent to the processing of data about you by Google in the 
manner described in Google’s related Privacy Policy. You can opt out of Google Analytics 
if you disable or refuse the cookie, disable JavaScript, or use the opt-out service provided 
by Google external site.

Test Out West also uses interfaces with social media sites such as Facebook and 
Instagram. If you choose to “like” or “share” information from this website through 
these services, you should review the privacy policy of that service. If you are a 
member of a social media site, the interfaces may allow the social media site to 
connect your visits to this site with other Personal Information.



Queries, concerns and further information
If you have any queries, concerns, or require further information relating to privacy and 
the Test Out West website, please contact us at testoutwest@fpnsw.org.au 


